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EUNOIA DANCE EX
Eunoia Dance Ex (E.D.E.) is a dance 
company under the direction of KORYN  
ANN WICKS. E.D.E. is dedicated to creating 
work collaboratively, both within the dance 
world and across artistic disciplines. The 
company is interested in implementing new 
methods of outreach in its work. We seek to 
engage audiences at various stages of 
creation. TRIPD
Created in collaboration with flutist MARTHA 
CARGO and pianist-composer JONAH 
ROSENBERG, TRIPD is a score for music and 
dance driven by spontaneous composition 
that explores the evolution of the body as a 
tripedal organism.

TRIPD presents a unique community 
outreach program in which a large 
ensemble of dancers are cast out of local 
workshops. The mission for this program is 
twofold: to strengthen bonds across dance 
communities and to generate interest in 
performances of TRIPD by reaching out at a 
grassroots level.



TRIPD’s score is structured to exploit performer 
supplied improvisation within a compositional 
framework. The aesthetic is based on biological 
sounds and intuitive gestures, such as drones 
and white noise. The choreography examines 
the body as an aesthetic structure. Throughout 
the piece, dancers evolve through a series of 
improvised modalities that imagine the body as 
a three-legged entity. At its core, TRIPD is a 
kinetic experiment, but the structure of the 
piece hints at an exploration of the stories we 
tell ourselves about humanity and its history. 

The evolution within TRIPD supplies its 
own narrative, exploring the dichotomy 
between the bliss of identity within a 
group and the drive to seek affirmation 
outside ourselves. 
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OUTREACH PROGRAM

Eunoia Dance Ex wants to strengthen bonds 
between dance communities by creating a 
collaborative environment through our 
workshops. TRIPD workshops offer a space for 
artistic exchange in a supportive environment. 

We understand how hard this industry is to 
break in to. One of the biggest challenges facing 
young dancers is the need to gain experience. 
Often times, first opportunities come with large 
commitments, no pay, or a large price tag. 
TRIPD was designed to create performance 
opportunities for emerging dancers at little-to-
no cost and minimal commitment. 



Through our grassroots outreach programs 
we hope to create new opportunities in the 
dance world. Old methods of outreach are 
not sufficient to push dance forward in the 
21st century; we need to develop new ways 
of reaching audiences and engaging 
communities. E.D.E. is committed to 
pushing this envelope. 

TRIPD’s community outreach program 
reaches out to dance communities by 
interacting with influencers at the 
grassroots level. By reaching out to local 
dancers, E.D.E. situates itself at the heart of 
local dance communities, building its 
audience through an honest artistic 
exchange.



WORKSHOP
Our workshop lasts 5-6 hours and includes a full warm up and company class. 

Dancers are taken through the improv modalities that make up TRIPD. Movement 
vocabularies are taught in stages, beginning with an initial feeling or image. From 
these initial prompts, the movement vocabulary is developed through a series of 
specific tasks that build on each other. Some vocabularies are simple; others are 
more layered and involve specific ways of moving and ways of interacting with the 
cast. The movement is further honed through coaching, observation, and 
experimentation.

Dancers are taught the improvisational score and structure of the piece. After the 
workshop, some dancers will be invited to participate in our performances at the 
Montreal Fringe Festival. 

Dancers will learn: 
-A wide variety of improvisation modalities
-Techniques for partnering and weight 
sharing
-New tools for investigating movement

-A 30 minute improvisational score
-How to improvise alongside live musicians
-How to share the space with other dancers



ARTISTS INVOLVED

AUDREY STANELY
has been performing professionally for six years 
with various companies including Ballet Tucson, 
Nashville Ballet, Winifred Haun & Dancers, 
NewFangled Dance Company, BodyStories: Teresa 
Fellion Dance, Zullo//Raw Movement, and The 
Equus Project.

ALEX JENKINS
a member of Kara 
Davis’ project agora and 
Brian Gibbs’ TAGsf since 
2008. Alex has toured 
nationally and collaborated 
on original creations and 
produced performances in 
San Francisco, New York, and 
Los Angeles. She is also a 
member of BodyStories: 
Teresa Fellion Dance.

MARTHA CARGO
hailed by the New York Times as “excellent,” 
New York-based flutist Martha Cargo is 
committed to the integration of experimental 
music into various media, be it contemporary 
art, theater or dance.

JONAH 
ROSENBERG
is a Brooklyn, NY 
based improviser, 
pianist, composer 
and sound 
designer striving to 
construct intuitive 
music. He has 
performed 
throughout the US. 
Jonah performs 
regularly as an 
improvisor in New 
York City venues 
such as The 
Firehouse Space, 
COMA, Douglass 
Street Music 
Collective, Ibeam, 
Spectrum and 
many others.

KORYN  ANN WICKS
is a dancer, choreographer, and director of 
Eunoia Dance Ex. She studied dance and 
choreography at The Ailey School. Koryn danced 
with various companies including Armitage Gone!, 
Teresa Fellion/Bodystories, Transitdance, and 
Naganuma 2.
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